
New Low Cost ARM Development Tools

COMSOL are pleased to have been appointed as UK/EU distributors for the Embest range of ARM
development tools. These include low cost Ethernet & USB JTAG interfaces, an excellent IDE
that includes a fully integrated GCC ARM compiler and a flash programmer. In addition, they
produce a range of evaluation boards based on ARM cores from Samsung, Atmel, Philips,
STMicroelectronics, Cirrus Logic and Intel.

JTAG Debuggers

Embest produce three types of
JTAG debuggers UNetICE
(USB & Ethernet), PowerICE
and Emulator (both parallel)
covering high speed and low
cost requirements. Download
speeds are up to 800Kbytes/s.
They will also operate with
GDB or with ARM/ADS and
ARM/SDT. When used with
the Embest IDE they can
program flash, read and write
memory locations and
registers as well as run
programs to breakpoint and
single step code.

Embest IDE for ARM
This is a powerful IDE (an
integrated development
environment) that supports all
ARM processors based on
ARM7 and ARM9. It includes a
project manager, a GCC
compiler, a source level
debugger, an editor, a flash
programmer, as well as
instruction simulator and
support for Embest’s JTAG
debuggers. All under the same
simple graphical user interface.

Flash Programmer

A powerful flash programming
tool for the ARM series
processor and supports CPU
on-chip flash for many chips
including the Philips LPC2000,
Atmel AT91SAM7 and ST
Microelectronics STR710F. It
will program a wide range of
external flash devices, both
NAND and NOR including
those from AMD, Atmel, Intel,
Micromix, ST, SST, Samsung,
Toshiba and Winboard. Users
may create their own device
specifications if necessary.

Embest Evaluation Boards
Embest has designed a number of evaluation boards based on ARM cores from Philips, ST
Microelectronics, Samsung, Atmel, Cirrus Logic and Intel XScale. These boards are all designed to
be compact, inexpensive and very reliable so as to act as a solid basis for development work or as a
single board computer for a variety of applications.

For more details see our web site www.computer-solutions.co.uk
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New ColdFire C Development System for < £100

P&E’s DEV5213CF development board is an
ideal low-cost evaluation kit for developers of
projects using the ColdFire MCF5213 processor.

The evaluation board contains an embedded
USB to BDM interface which provides for easy
debug and flash programming of the resident
ColdFire MCF5213 processor. The 32-bit processor
incorporates 256 Kbyte of flash memory and 32
Kbyte of RAM, plus a range of interfaces, timers, and
other peripherals. The processor runs at a system clock
speed of up to 80 MHz, with 76 MIPS of performance.

Other features include RS232 transceivers for the serial
ports, plus built-in circuitry that allows a user to provide a
clock to the target from an 8 MHz crystal or an external
oscillator. The board may be powered from the PC’s USB bus or from a separate power supply. Headers
containing all the processor’s pins are individually labelled for easy access, and a through-hole
development area is provided for SOIC and TSSOP packages.

The starter edition of the PKGCFZPRO software development package included with the board is able to
compile, debug, and flash-program up to 64 Kbyte of user ‘C’ code. It includes an in-circuit debugger,
flash programmer, and the WinIDE integrated environment with built in GCC compiler. A sample template
project aids users in developing their own interrupt-driven firmware design.

Our web search engine lets you match
microcontrollers to your exact needs

We have added a powerful self-selection search capability to our web-based 8051 Micro-Search
microcontroller features database, allowing you to specify in detail the elements you require in a micro for
your next application.

Micro-Search, which now includes details of more than 1000 chips from over 55 manufacturers, allows
customised searching for features such as number of I/O pins, number of timers, power consumption,
speed and special interfaces supported. As a result, you can match the right micro to your exact needs.

The Self Search Micro-Search reporting facility uses a feature selection form that enables you to specify
the parameters to be displayed in the final report and your requirements as to which microcontrollers are
to be included.

For example, you may only be interested in microcontrollers with three external interrupts, more than ten
I/O bits and more than 8 MByte of flash program space. You might also wish to know their idling power
and what packages are available. Once these requirements are entered, the search facility automatically
identifies devices that meet the criteria and prints a detailed report.

When you have chosen your processor, you can link to Comsol's 'Supported Chips Directory', which
provides details of the many development tools available from our web shop to support that device.

Micro-Search is part of Comsol's 'Embedded Information Zone', a growing reference directory for
designers which can be accessed at www.computer-solutions.co.uk/info-zone.htm


